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Abstract. Carbon-based nanomaterials such as CNT and graphene have remarkable 
mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties. Among the several researches on 
nanomaterials, enhancing the strength of concrete is one of the most prevalent 
research topics. Proper dispersion of nanomaterials in concrete is the key to enhance 
the strength of concrete as is already well known. To investigate the dispersion of 
nanomaterials, destructive methods such as SEM and TEM are generally used. 
However, these methods have some disadvantages, for example, they require samples 
from specimens for the testing and are very time-consuming. For these reasons, a new 
alternative method, non-destructive and time-saving, is necessary to investigate the 
dispersion of nanomaterials required for promoting the commercialization of new 
products using nanomaterials such as nano-concrete. This paper investigates the 
dispersion of nanomaterials in nano-cement mortar specimens using THz/sub-mm 
electro-magnetic waves. Optical properties such as absorption coefficient and 
refractive index are measured for nano-cement mortar specimens containing 
nanomaterials, MWCNT and graphene oxide. Experimental results confirm that 
optical properties of the nano-cement mortar are different from those of the common 
cement mortar and this is related with the frequency of incident waves. As a 
preliminary experiment, 3D scanning of the specimen allows graphical visualization 
of dispersion using these characteristics. To conclude, it may be possible to develop 
a system for inspecting the dispersion of various nano-concrete structures in the future. 

Introduction  

Nanotechnologies that have been mainly applied to aerospace areas are expanding their 
application areas to ground transportation, including the railways. In addition, applications 
of nanomaterials, one of the nanotechnologies, have been gradually increasing in civil 
engineering. Carbon Nanomaterials such as a carbon nanotube and graphene have remarkable 
mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties [1-3]. Particularly, to enhance the compressive 
strength of concrete, novel materials such as a fiber reinforced plastics and nanomaterials 
have been applied to concrete and structural steel in civil engineering [4-5]. Among many 
researches on nanomaterials in civil engineering, the influence of multi-walled carbon 
nanotube (MWCNT) and graphene oxide (GO) in concrete have been analyzed [6-8]. Proper 
dispersion is the key to enhance the strength of concrete as is already well known through 
previous researches [9-11]. In studies on improving the compressive strength of concrete, 
dispersion of nanomaterials is the key factor to guarantee the performance, because 
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nanomaterials can act as a type of defect when applied with low dispersion. Destructive 
methods such as SEM and TEM are generally used to investigate the dispersion of 
nanomaterials. However, these methods have some disadvantages such as they require 
samples from specimens for the testing and are very time-consuming. For these reasons, a 
new alternative method, non-destructive and time-saving, is essential for investigating the 
dispersion of nanomaterials for promoting the future commercialization of new products 
using nanomaterials. Among the several non-destructive testing methods, a testing method 
using THz electromagnetic waves can be a promising candidate for visualizing the dispersion 
of nanomaterials non-destructively, because they have merits of both microwave and infrared 
radiation such as traveling straight and penetrating an obstacle [12-13]. This paper 
investigates the dispersion of nanomaterials in nano-cement mortar specimens using THz 
electro-magnetic waves. Optical properties such as power absorption and refractive index are 
measured for nano-cement mortar specimens containing nanomaterials, MWCNT, and 
graphene oxide. Additionally, as a preliminary experiment, 3D image scanning enables 
graphical visualization of dispersion of steel fibers in the ultra-high performance concrete 
(UHPC) specimen. 

Review of optical properties on a medium 

The propagating electric field in the medium is described by 
 

    (1) 
 
where �待 is the amplitude of the wave, κ is the wave vector, d is the distance from the origin, 
and ω is the angular frequency. The wave factor κ is related to other parameters as following: 
 

     (2) 
 
where c is the speed of light in free space and �̃ is the complex refractive index. Generally, 
the complex refractive index is expressed by n and k. Here, n is called the refractive index 
and k is called the extinction coefficient. 
Using the equations (1) and (2), we can obtain equation (3) 
 

   (3) 
 
As the amplitude of the electric field can be expressed with Beer’s law 
 �岫穴岻 = �待結−�鳥      (4-1) ∝ �∗� = �待態結−態��迩 鳥     (4-2) 
 
We get the absorption coefficient as α  
 

      (5) 
 
When the wave propagates through medium of thickness d, the electric field equation is 
described by 
 

�岫穴, �岻 = �待結�岫�岫�岻鳥−�痛岻
 

� = �頂 �̃ = �頂 岫� + ��岻 

�岫穴, �岻 = �待結�岫韮�迩 匂−�痛岻結−��迩 鳥
 

� = に ��頂  
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     (6-1) 

   (6-2) 
 
For more detailed comparison, we need to include the amplitude transmission coefficient T 
given by Fresnel equation. Then �墜通痛椎通痛 is expressed by 
 

   (7-1) 

    (7-2) 

     (7-3) 
 
Using the equation (7), we can obtain the refractive index and the absorption coefficient 
 

     (8-1) 

     (8-2) 
 
Therefore, it is possible to analyze materials, such as nano-cement mortar, based on their 
optical properties. 

Experiment 

Experimental setup 

Nano-cement mortar specimens containing CNT and Graphene were fabricated. 
Conventional cement mortar specimen was also fabricated to compare with nano-cement 
mortar specimens. MWCNT (DT-CNTS-2DI, Ditto technology Co.) and graphene oxide 
(GAGO-001, Grapheneall Co.) were used as reinforcements in the mortar. The 
Nanomaterials are pre-dispersed in the water with concentrations of 2.0 wt%. In cement 
mortar specimen, the concentrations of the reinforcements are fixed to becombination 
percentage is 0.045 wt%. To prepare specimens, a mold based on acrylic material was 
manufactured. The dimensions of the mold were 50 mm × 50 mm × 3 mm as shown Fig. 1. 
The specimens were cured in an air for 24 hours prior to demolding. The specimen were then 

submerged in a water tank at 20 °C for additional 27 days. The actual thickness of the 
fabricated specimens was measured as 3.6~4.1 mm. To measure the optical properties of the 
nano-cement mortar, the general photoconductive terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-
TDS) setup was used, and the transmitted signals are measured. As shown in Fig. 2, 
components of the experimental setup for measuring the optical properties are composed of 
a femtosecond pulse laser, generation photoconductive antenna, and detection 
photoconductive antenna. The samples were located between the parabolic mirrors, where 
the THz waves pass through the specimen. Raw data of the transmitted wave was acquired 
during 66.67 ps. 

��津椎通痛 = �岫ど, �岻 = �待結−��痛
 �墜通痛椎通痛 = �岫穴, �岻 = �待結�岫韮�迩 匂−�痛岻結−�2鳥

 

�墜通痛椎通痛 = ��津椎通痛�結�岫韮�迩 匂−韮寧�迩祢祢尿�迩 匂岻結−�2鳥
 �墜通痛椎通痛 = ��津椎通痛�結��迩 鳥岫津−怠岻結−�2鳥

 �任祢禰妊祢禰��韮妊祢禰 = �結��迩 鳥岫津−怠岻結−�2鳥
 = �結−���

  

∴ � = な + �� 頂�鳥  

    � = − 態鳥 ln岫��岻 
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Fig. 1. Mold for fabrication of the specimens 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of experimental setup 

Results and Discussions 

Fig. 3 shows raw data of the transmitted THz waves through free space, nano-cement mortar, 
and normal cement mortar. Intensity of the waves transmitted through specimens is lower by 
5% than those from the reference data. It is possible to distinguish nanomaterials, MWCNT 
and graphene oxide, according to data related to their phase delay and reduced amplitude. 
The optical properties of the nano-cement mortar are different from those of the common 
cement mortar. Refractive indices of specimens are 2.2~2.5. Fig. 4 shows the indices of 
refraction as a function of frequency, and they decrease in both samples as frequency 
increases. The magnitude of the refractive index of the common cement mortar was smaller 
than that of the nanomaterials. Fig. 5 shows the power absorption spectra, which increased 
with frequency for both samples. The power absorption of the MWCNT nano-cement mortar 
was larger than that of the common cement mortar, whereas, the power absorption of the 
graphene oxide nano-cement mortar was smaller than that of the common cement mortar. 
Generally, conductivities of graphene oxide are known to be higher than that of MWCNT. 
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This justifies why the particle size of MWCNT and graphene oxide as a single-layer form is 
smaller than 100 nm. 

 

 

Fig. 3. THz time-domain wave forms of the reference, nano and common cement mortar 

 

 

Fig. 4. Refractive indices of the nano and common cement mortar 

 

 

Fig. 5. Power absorption of the nano and common cement mortar 
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3D image scanning of UHPC with steel fibers 

As a preliminary experiment, the verification of 3D imaging was performed using specimens 
containing steel fibers whose reflectivity of THz wave is higher than that of the nanomaterials. 
The general photoconductive THz-TDS was used, as shown in Fig. 6. The reflected signals 
were measured as shown in Fig. 7. The beam diameter of the THz wave was about 0.8 mm, 
which was the resolution for measuring each point. The separation distance between the 
pixels was 500 um. A total of 3600 points were measured in the 30 mm × 30 mm area. The 
experimental specimens were fabricated using ultra-high performance concrete containing 
steel fibers with properties as shown in the Table 1. The cross section area was 50 mm × 50 
mm and the thickness of the specimen was about 3 mm. The samples were located between 
the parabolic mirrors, where the THz wave reflected off the specimen. Raw data of the 
reflected wave was acquired during 66.67 ps from each point. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 8, which shows the scanned 3D image. In the raw data, THz wave is mostly 
reflected from the surface of the specimen. Therefore, we plotted the image without the 
reflected signals from the surface. The maximum value of the reflected signals was plotted 
in bright colors. This verifies THz wave is well-reflected from the conductor. 
 

Table 1.  Properties of steel fiber used in this study 

Material Brass coated high carbon steel wire 

Shape Cross section : round / length : straight 

Diameter [mm] 0.2±0.01 

Length [mm] 19.5 

Tensile Strength [MPa] 2450~2750 

 

 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram for THz wave 3D scanning  
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Fig. 7. The radiation and reflection of THz wave 

 

    

Fig. 8. The 3D scanning image of steel fibers in the UHPC 

Conclusion 

The frequency-dependent optical properties of the nano-cement mortar containing MWCNT 
and graphene oxide were characterized using THz time-domain spectroscopy for 0.1–0.5 
THz. The magnitude of the refractive index of the common cement mortar was smaller than 
that of the nanomaterials. The power absorption of the MWCNT nano-cement mortar was 
larger than that of the common cement mortar. However, the power absorption of the 
graphene oxide nano-cement mortar was smaller than that of the common cement mortar as 
graphene oxide is a single-layer form with a small particle size. Additionally, as a preliminary 
experiment, the possibility of 3D image scanning was verified using specimens containing 
steel fibers whose reflectivity of THz wave is higher than that of the nanomaterials. 
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